Short Script for Children
Punch: Here is our show.
Judy: It’s called the Three Wishes
Ludwig: Hello, My name is Ludwig.
Hedwig: My name is Hedwig. It’s your turn to cook dinner today, Ludwig.
Ludwig: It’s your turn to chop wood.
Hedwig: This nice big tree will make lots of wood.
Fairy: No, no. Don’t chop it down please.
Hedwig: Okay, I won’t chop it down.
Fairy: Oh thank you. Now I will give three wishes to you and your husband.
Hedwig: Thank you. Now I will find another tree to chop down.
Hedwig: I am so tired from chopping down little trees. I will go home now.
Hedwig: I am home and hungry. Is dinner ready yet?
Ludwig: Not yet. Sit down and rest while I go get dinner.
Hedwig: I am so hungry. I wish I had a sausage.
Ludwig: Hedwig, where did these sausages come from?
Hedwig: A fairy gave us three wishes because I did not chop her tree down.
Ludwig: Did you waste a wish on sausages when we could have had anything? You, dummy. I wish those sausages were on your nose.
Hedwig: Oh no, I have sausages on my nose. Ludwig, see what you have done.
Ludwig: I’m sorry Hedwig.
Hedwig: Don’t just stand there being sorry, Ludwig. Get them off my nose.
Ludwig: I can’t pull them off or chop them. They are too hard.
Hedwig: Then let’s wish them off.
Ludwig: But Hedwig that is our last wish.
Hedwig: But I’m not walking around with sausages on my nose.
Ludwig: Okay, Hedwig. We can wish them off.
Hedwig: Oh, look, Ludwig. Now they are off my nose.
Ludwig: Well, Hedwig, I am happy that you are happy. But we didn’t get anything for our wishes.
Hedwig: Yes we did Ludwig. We have some nice sausages to ear. Now that they are off my nose they are tender and delicious.
Ludwig: Great, Hedwig. Let’s go eat.
Punch: That’s the end of the show.
Judy: You can clap now.

